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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, difference operators with P-symbol have been treated as 
families of pseudo-differential operators S,(t, X, 0) [4,5]. 
Here we consider some difference schemes 
u(t + k) = S,(t, x, D)u (k/h is constant) 
approximating a hyperbolic system with Cz-coefficients 
(l-1) 
D,u -p(t, 1, D)u = 0 O,=-j$,D=-jg (1.2) 
with initial condition ~(0, x) = u0 (EL’). 
The type of difference schemes we treat here will be defined at the 
beginning of Section 3. The Friedrichs scheme, the modified Lax-Wendroff 
scheme, etc., are of this type. pi(t, X, D), the principal part of p(t, X, D), is 
assumed to be diagonalizable in the sense of Kreiss. This is given in (3.2), 
(3.3), (3.4) and (3.5). 
It was shown by several authors that the Friedrichs scheme and the 
modified Lax-Wendroff scheme with well selected 7 (=k/h) are stable under 
the following conditions: restriction on the behavior of coefficients at x = co 
[3, 17, 201 or on some properties of co-kernels (Fourier transform of symbol 
with respect to x) were imposed [ 161. For these schemes with C’- 
coefficients we have shown that such restrictions as mentioned above can be 
removed from the stability statement [5]. 
In this paper we show the same stability statement as in [5] also for the 
case of C*-coefficients. 
Our points of discussion are the following. 
The calculus of difference operators is carried out by means of Lax’ 
expansion with C*-functions (non-regular symbols). Kumano-go and 
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Nagase’s approximation theory gives us the key to bridge the gap between 
regular symbol and non-regular symbol ({ST, i, ,,2 } and {Rlth}, respectively, 
in our notation). In short, the C2-function can be approximated by a family 
of L*-bounded pseudo-differential operators with P-symbol. Then, the 
treatment of the difference operator with P-symbol in [5] can be well 
transferred to that of the difference operator with C’coefficients. 
In the first part of Section 2 some preliminaries will be given. Inequality 
(2.1) and the subclasses {ST,,,, } and (ST,,,,} will enable us to have a good 
view of difference calculus. In the latter part of Section 2 the relevant portion 
of the calculus of difference operators with C*-coefficients will be sketched. 
In Section 3 the Stability Theorem will be derived as an immediate 
application of the preceding section, and stability criteria for well-known 
schemes will be established in a rather general version (see Corollaries 3.11 
and 3.12). 
The schemes may depend on t as well, as one can easily check by 
comparing the discussion in the last part of Section 5 in [5]. For simplicity 
the discussion will be restricted to schemes which are independent of t. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The following notation will be used hereafter. 
B: the space of all P-functions whose derivatives of any order are 
bounded. 
9’: the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions. 
9’: dual space of 9’. 
c, C or C’: positive constants independent of h, not necessarily the 
same at each occurrence unless explicitly specified. 
First we state some fundamental facts concerning a family of pseudo- 
differential operators with P-symbol. Details are omitted and [5, 81 should 
be referred to for further clarification. 
Let &(r) be the vector-valued function (h-’ sin h<, ..., h-’ sin h&) and 
n,(c) (denoted by * if it appears as subscript) be the basic weight function 
nh(t3 = * = (t;*(t)) = (1 + he2 f sin* htj) I’*. 
j=l 
A family {ph} of P-symbols P,,(x, <) in R: X RF (0 < h < 1) is called of 
class {ST,,.,} (-co < m < co), when there exist constants C,,, (independent 
ofO<h<l)suchthat 
for any a, B, 
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where &L, = a;Dfp,, (D, = -+/8x)), [al = cj’= 1 lail (a = (a, ,..., a,,)) and 
o<is<p< 1. 
A family (Ph} of linear operators P,: 9 + .4p is called a pseudo- 
differential operator of class {S$,,,,} with symbol p,,(x, <), when there exists 
a symbol p,,(x, 0 such that 
Phutx) = 
I 
eCiXtpp,(x, t) G(r) & for u E 9, 
where u^(<) = j’e-‘“‘u(x) dx and &= (27r)” d<. We denote it by P, = 
p,,(X D>, or V,,) = P& 0 
In particular we shall use the classes (S$*,,,} and (Sz,,,,,,}. We set 
lSii:.,l= Cl, {ST,,.,J and E,,,,l= U, iS!,p,61. In the case P = 1 and 
6 = 0, subscripts p, 6 are omitted. 
Furthermore we shall introduce the following important subclasses: 
b%,,, }: the subclass of {Sg,,,8} such that hk’p, E {S$,:!,}. 
{3$*,,,}: the subclass of {SF,,,,} such that h-‘a?~,, E {S,“f:,A-‘“I} for 
any a (#O). 
We have K%.,.,I = {3ZL,l = Wbl. 
The following examples will give us a good view of the difference calculus 
below. 
EXAMPLE 1. If P(-? 0 E ~;;),l,!l (Hormander’s class of order m), then 
ph =p(x, &Jr)) E (S$}. In particular we see Jr(<) E IS:}. It is easily 
verified that the inequality 
h < C&(t)-’ (2.1) 
holds for some C. This shows that multiplication by h lowers the order of an 
operator by one. 
EXAMPLE 2. sin hrj E {$}. 
EXAMPLE 3. cos hrj, sin(hrj/2) and the constant scalar-valued function 
belongs to {St}. Generally we see q(ht) E {$} for q (EB). 
EXAMPLE 4. The finite difference scheme S, with coefficients Aj(x) (EB) 
has its symbol of the form 
a(S,) = 1 Aj(x) eihJL, 
j.finite 
where j = (j, ,..., j,). Then we see o(sh) E (3: 1. 
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We recall here the commutator lemma which is a corollary of the well- 
known asymptotic expansion formula (see (3.1) and (3.2) in [5]). 
LEMMA 2.2. For a scalar-valued function q*(r) E (3:) and a symbol 
P& 0 E w,,,,, } satisfying atph E (S $,,,,,}for IPI= 1, we have 
[qh,Phl = qh(WPh(X 0) -P/&K 0) a,(D) E GT.l!l,zI. (2.2) 
H *,C the completion of Y in the norm 
Since H,,, = L* for s = 0, we write ]] 24 ]] for ]] u ]]*,O. 
The L2-boundedness of operators with symbols in {S”, } and {St ,,,r,*} 
follows from the Calderon-Vaillancourt heorem [ 11. 
We now consider a family of pseudo-differential operators of special type 
with non-C”O-symbol. 
C*: the set of functions b(x) suchf that &$b(x) are bounded for I/J] < 2. 
PI,= ~~~~~~=~,xciv l8?W 
Cg”: the set of functions b(x, [) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) b(x, [) is Cm in RF - {0} and positively homogeneous of degree 
0 in <, and 
(ii) b(x, [) is uniformly bounded in C2 for I c] = 1. 
The following lemma will be used for our calculation. 
LEMMA 2.3 (P. D. Lax, [12]). The function b(x, t;) (EC?) can be 
expanded in a series 
WY 0 = c b,(x) eW@, C/l 4I)) = x b,(x) M) 
a a 
(2.3) 
with b,(x) E C2, a varying over all multi-integers; the series as well as the 
twice dtflerentiated series with respect to x, converges uniformly. 
Furthermore C, I a It I b, Jj convergent for any non-negative integer t and j 
(a). 
Zy: the set of b(x, c) such that I[[-” b(x, [) E CT for non-negative 
integer m, where m > 0 is the degree of homogeneity of b(x, 4) in [. 
{Zy,*} : the family of functions b(x, c,,(r)) (denoted below by b,,(x, c)), 
where b(x, t;) E c. 
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With the aid of Lemma 2.3 the operator 
is well defined; this fact is denoted by b,,(X, 0) E (Ry,h}. 
O(h): a quantity such that lO(h)l < Ch. 
In Section 3, O(h) is used in the conventional way; since the convergence is 
not discussed explicitly therein, we need not consider the limit when h tends 
to 0. 
From (2.1) and Lemma 2.3 we get the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. For p,, E {G?+;,~}, hp,, is an operator L2-bounded uniformly 
with respect to h. 
Hereafter “L2-bounded” will be used in place of “L*-bounded uniformly 
with respect o h.” 
Now we state two important lemmas without proof, the first being an 
approximation theorem and the other a sharp Girding inequality. Both are 
due to Kumano-go and Nagase [ 10, Theorem 5.1, Lemma 3.41. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let 6 be a positive number such that 0 < 6 < 1 and q(y) an 
even CF-function such that I q$ y) dy = 1 and supp v, c { 1 < ( yj < 2) and set 
&Cx, 0 = j- V(Y) b(x - 4W6~) dy. (2.4) 
Ifb(x)EC’, then atF,,(x,l)E {S$,,,,}for O<lPl<Z and 
II@@7 - 6,(X D))ull G C lb12 IIulIx,-26 
for u E Y, where C is independent of b(x). 
We shall use Lemma 2.5 with 6 = f. 
(2.5) 
LEMMA 2.6. Let p,,(x, 0 E {ST,1,,,2 } satisfy the following conditions: 
p,,(x, l) is Hermitian non-negative (Ptl> 0) 
and 
a!PL(x, r) E IS~,,,,,*I for IPI ,< 2. 
Then 
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Now consider b&x, <) E {ZYh}. Then b& l) = Ca b,(x) k,&,(O) lCh(CY 
and we define &(x, 0 by Ca ~a,,(x, 8 k&M) IMW, where ~,.& 5) is 
defined by (2.4) (6 = i)f rom b,(x). We shall denote by A(o@)) this approx- 
imating operator (symbol) to A(acA)). 
Furthermore we shall use the following “cut-off principle.” 
LEMMA 2.7. (0 Let b&, 0 E {~$,l, v/(C) E C? and set w&) = 
u/(&(r)). Then the operator bh(X, D) vh(D) is L*-bounded. 
(ii> Let P&, 0 E i%T,p,6 1 Then ph(X D) V%(D) E i&Z’,, 1. 
ProoJ: Part (i) is evident by using Lax’ expansion of b(x, [) / [I-“. For 
(ii) see Theorem 3.14 in 151. 
Lemma 2.7 has the following meaning: when L2-bounded difference 
operators are negligible in our calculus, we may consider 
b,,(T D)tl - w,@)) instead of b&Y, D). Once we choose a function v/(c) 
such that w(c) = 1 in a neighborhood of [ = 0, we need not take into 
consideration how b(x, c) behaves at [ = 0 and the behavior of b(x, [) at 
[ = 0 may be cut off as long as b&Y, 0) v,,(D) is L2-bounded. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let k,(r) be exp(i(a, c//c])), b(x) E C2 and b,(x, <) E 
k@+‘i,d Then k&,W) I WI9 W)l and k&(D)) I Ch(D)IT UX, WI are 
L2-bounded. Furthermore we have 
and 
II k(W)) I WI, b&K Wlu II G C’ I a I” II ull 
for some non-negative integers 1, 1’ and positive constants C, C’. 
(2.8) 
The proof of this lemma depends on the theory of pseudo-differential 
operators with double symbol (see [8, Chap. II] or [9]). We remark that for 
the application to the finite difference schemes approximating the differential 
operator PK D> = Zj,finite j A (X) Dj the precise estimates (2.7), (2.8) are 
unnecessary; the L2-boundedness of commutators is sufficient for our 
calculus in Section 3. 
Using the above preliminaries we get a series of propositions which are 
useful for difference schemes. Proofs are only sketched. The symbol product 
and the operator product are denoted by A o B and AB, respectively. The 
operator with symbol ‘p(x, <) (the Hermitian adjoint of p(x, <)) is denoted by 
p#(X, 0); p# is not in general the formal adjoint operator p*(X, D). A = B 
means that the difference A - B is an L2-bounded operator. 
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PROPOSITION 2.9. For p,, E (&“i,h} and b, E {e,,} the following 
relations hold: 
0) P&K D) 0 b,,(X, D) = ph(X 0) 0 6,,(& D), 
(ii) b,(X, D) 0 P&K D) = &K D) 0 P&C Dh 
(iii) hpi(X, D) 0 b,,(X, D) = h&(X, D) 0 6,(X, D), 
(iv) b,(X, D) 0 hp&Y, 0) = Fh(X, 0) 0 hp#, o>, 
(v) hp,(X D)ob,,(X ~)op,,(X, D) = hp,,(XvD)o &KWP,KW- 
Proof Roughly speaking, b, - 6, is of order -1 in the sense of 
Lemma 2.5, (2.5). Therefore the operator which is the difference of both 
sides of (i) is of order 0. Using Lemma 2.4, the other cases can be treated 
similarly to (i). 
PROPOSITION 2.10. For ph E (G%?~,~} and b, E {e,h} the following 
relations hold: 
0) 6, oh = FhhPhy 
(ii) ph o &;r-P,& 
(iii) h(pi 0 6,) = hpf,6h. 
Proof: By using Lax’ expansion I[h(<)l-lph(~, c) = C,p,(x) k,(r) both 
(i) and (ii) are reduced to a term-by-term estimation. Then we can apply 
(2.7) and (2.8) to (i) and (ii), respectively. Furthermore we get (iii) with the 
aid of Lemma 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. (i) Let q,,(r) be Q scalar-ualued function (E{s$ )) 
and ph E {Rl,h}. Then h[q,,pi] is L2-bounded, where a(pi) =ph(x, <)‘. 
(ii) Let qh and ph be as in (i) and b,E {&,h}. Then h[qh,pi6h], 
h(q,,pc6hpPh] and h[q,,, 6,,pi] are L*-bounded. 
Sketch of proof: Roughly speaking, pi is of order 2. If we could apply 
Lemma2.2. for m = 2, we would get h-‘[q,,pi] E {S:,,,,,2} from (2.2). 
Since multiplication by h lowers the order of the operator by one, 
hkh,dl E b%,,.1,2 ). Then assertion (i) is derived by the Calderon-Vaillan- 
court theorem and the gap between P-symbol and non-C-symbol is 
covered by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let ph E {R:,h}. Then the following relations hold: 
0) P:-P~*, 
(ii) hpi*” = h&q*. 
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ProoJ The proof may be carried out in the same way as that of 
Proposition 2.11. Lastly, we shall mention a special type of Lax-Nirenberg 
theorem. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let ph E {A?$} with p,, 2 0 and let q,,(r) be a real 
scalar-valued function of { $ }. Then we have 
Re(h*$,(X, D) q@)u, u) > -Ch IIu(1’. (2.9) 
Sketch of proof Noting that 8 h*j- ’ Ah(x, 5) d(t) E ISi l 1,2l for WI < 2, 
we get Re(h”- ‘j,(X, 0) q@)u, u”, > -C 11 u I[* by Lemma 2.k. To complete 
the proof we apply Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7. 
3. STABILITY THEOREM 
Consider the hyperbolic pseudo-differential equation 
D&J -p(X, D) = 0 (3.1) 
with the initial condition u,=, = a0 (EL’) on [0, T] x Rz, where p(x, r) = 
pl (x, <) + pO(x, <) and pj (j = 1,0) is a d X d matrix satisfying the conditions 
pj(X, <) is positively homogeneous of degree j in <, 
latPj(x9 C)l & c I# for l/31 < 2. 
(3.2) 
Then there exists a positive number pu, such that 
where the ,u,(x, <) are the eigenvalues of pl(x, 0. 
We assume that Eq. (3.1) is hyperbolic in the following sense: 
the pLII(x, <) are real-valued and 6X:, 
and 
there exists a diagonaiizer N(x, 0 (GF$ such that 
(i) W, t)p,(x, Cl = g(x, 0 N(x, 0 for R! X CR; - {Ol), 
i 
Pu,k 0 0 
where g = * . 
o - &,(x, t) i 
, and 
(ii) Idet(ZV(x, r))j > co (>0) for some constant c,,. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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We let r = k/h be a constant and we approximate (3.1) by difference 
schemes of the following type. 
DEFINITION 3.1 (Schemes of primary type). We set 
@,) = qOJ, + (i7h)p,,(x, t) ql,,, + **’ + (i7h)mp;(X, <)qm,,,, (34 
where P&, 0 = P(X~ [h(t)) and qj,h = qj.h(r) are real scalar-valued functions 
of {So,). 
Schemes of this type were first proposed by Yamaguti (see the remark at 
the end of [20]). It will be seen later, from the proof of our Stability 
Theorem, that the essential character of these schemes is the hereditary 
property of diagonalizability from the original equation (3.1). 
Consistency and accuracy necessarily require some restrictions on qj,h(r). 
For instance, lim,+, qo,h(<) = 1 and lim h4 ql,h(<) = 1 must be satisfied. But 
as far as stability is concerned, it matters little how the scheme approximates 
(3.1) as h tends to zero while we are looking for estimates which hold 
uniformly with respect o h (0 < h < 1). 
EXAMPLE 1 (the Friedrichs scheme). m = 1, qO,h = n-i cj”=, COS h<, and 
4 - 1. 1.h - 
EXAMPLE 2 (the modified Lax-Wendroff scheme). m = 2, q0.h = 1, 
4 l,h=n -’ J$, cos htj and qZ,h = t. 
EXAMPLE 3 (the viscosity method). 
and q,,h = 1. 
m = 1, qO,h = 1 - v C;=i sin2(hrj/2) 
Our Stability Theorem below will 
following abbreviations will be used: 
be formulated for m < 2 and the 
and 
Yh(t) = 1 sin2 htj = h* 1 ‘&(<)I*, 
j=l 
fh(t) = ’ - d,h - 52dYh(t) d,h 
l,,(t) = q,, - 72&Yh(t) d,h, 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
where qh = 2q0,hq2,h - d,h. 
Then y,,, fh, q,, and 1, are real scalar-valued functions of 13:). In practice, 
for the finite difference schemes, they are all trigonometric polynomials of 
ht. 
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STABILITYTHEOREM. For the hyperbolic system (3.1) satisfying (3.2) 
(3.3) (3.4) and (3.5), 
(i) S, (m = 1) is stable tf the following condition is satisfied: 
There exist a finite number of real scalar-valued 
functions ri,h(<) (E { 3: }) such that 
fh(T> = x rj,h(02~ 
j,finite 
(ii) S, (m = 2) is stable tf the following condition is satisfied: 
There exist a finite number of real scalar-valued 
functions sj,,(<), tj,h(<) (E{$}) such that 
1 -q& = x sj,htr,2 and I, = 2: t/,*(r)*. 
j,finite j,finite 
c**> 
We preface the proof of this theorem by a remark and a problem. 
Remark. P. D. Lax has discussed in [ 11, Sects. 3,4] the problem of 
characterizing the forms that can be represented as sums of squares. The 
question whether conditions (*) or (**) are satisfied seems to be similar to 
that of Lax. If the answer to the following problem is affirmative, our 
stability criterion is reduced to a quite simple test of whether some scalar 
symbol is non-negative or not. 
PROBLEM. Let qh(<) be a non-negative scalar-valued function of {$$}). 
Then, can it be decomposed into a finite sum of squares modulo {s;‘); i.e., 
q*(t) = x wj,h(4 wj,h(t) + zh(~)~ 
j,finite 
where w~,~ are scalar-valued functions of {3;} and z,, is a function of 1s; ’ }? 
We are ignorant of the general answer to this problem; but for some 
schemes conditions (*) or (**) can be checked directly (see the corollaries at 
the end of this paper). 
Proof of the Stability Theorem. The proof consists of three steps. First 
we shall show that the quantity coming from the lower order term 
p&Y, C,,(D)) is negligible O(h), second, a new norm (denoted by I( . llG,) 
equivalent to the original L2-norm will be introduced and lastly 
II s/P 115, - II ull& f or u E 9’ will be calculated to be O(h) IIu/12. 
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Sfep 1. Setting 
@q) = q0.h + i~hP& r) q1.h + (i~h)2p&, r)‘q2,h, 
we get the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. w/l - V)u II = WI II u Il. 
Proof. a(S, - Si”) = irhpos,q,,, + (irh)2 po,hp6 q2,h, where ph = 
2p,,@, <) +pJx, r). It is easily seen by Lemma 2.3 that p,JX, D) q,,h(D) 
is L2-bounded. As for u,,(x, <) = hp,,,p;, we have u,,(x, <) = 
Eu;i$) k,(C,,(t)) hp;(x, 0. Then amMe Lemma 2.4, u,,K Dl is L2- 
Q.E.D. 
Therefore p, ,h, Sj,” may be abbreviated as p,,, S,,, respectively, hereafter. 
Step 2. For the construction of (1 . I&,, we define H(x, r), H,,(x, <), 
fl,,(.u, <) and AITh(x, c) successively as 
fqx, 0 = ‘Nx, 0 Nx, 0, (3.10) 
H,(x, 0 = wx, MO), (3.11) 
i&,(x, <) = f q(a) H,,(x - A,,(<) - I” 0, t) da, (3.12) 
where rp (EC?) is the same as in Lemma 2.5, and 
AIJJX, l) = f&(x, t-)(1 - Why (3.13) 
where ~~63 =wK&)) is such that w(c) E CF, 0 < I&) < 1, and w(c) = 1 in 
some neighborhood of c= 0. The neighborhood where w(c) = 1 may be 
arbitrarily large, but it is fixed once w is chosen. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For A,*, defined by (3.13) the following hold: 
R,h(X~ r> E wL,,,2J and &%, E Wi,,,,,,I for IPI G 2 (3.14) 
and 
there exist positive c, A4 such that 
fll,& 8 > crfor I C&l > hf. (3.15) 
Proof: Noting that H(x, <) E e, we get 
4, =x Kh, a w,(r))(l - v/t(t))* a 
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Then we have (3.14) by applying Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. Finally assumption 
(3S)(ii) implies the positive definiteness of H(x, Q, from which (3.15) 
follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For A,,,(X, D) the sharp G&ding inequality holds; 
i.e., there exists a positive 
ci 
such that 
~~~~,,~~~~~~~~~~~~11~/12-~11~11~,~~,~ for UEY, (3.16) 
where c is the same as in (3.15). 
Proof: First by applying Lemma 2.6 to the symbol Z?,,Jx, <) -cl + 
x(&J<)), where x(c) (EC?) is sufftciently large positive for 141 < M, and 
second by applying Lemma 2.7(ii) we get (3.16). 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let Gh(x, <) = a,,,(~, <) + CA,(<)-’ and define IIu(IG, 
by 
Ibll~, = W~,,dX~ D) + WW%, 4 (3.17) 
with the same C as in (3.16). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. jlul(+, is equivalent to the original L2-norm; i.e., there 
exist positive a, p independent of h such that 
holds. 
a Ilull G lI4IG,a-ulull (3.18) 
ProoJ Since R,Jx, <) + CA,(r)-’ E {SII,,,,,,,}, the second inequality 
follows from the Calderbn-Vaillancourt theorem. The first inequality is 
evident from (3.16). 
PROPOSITION 3.7 (Lax-Nirenberg). Let s,,(r) be a real scalar-valued 
function of (3: }. Then for G,,(X, D) = g:,,, + CA,(D)- ’ we have 
Re(G,si(D)u, u) >, -C’h 11 uJ12. (3.19) 
Prod fi,,,(X, D> s@) = sh(D) fi,,,(X, D) sh(D) + [fl,,,, sh] shT where 
h-‘[I? r,*, sh] E {SO,,,,,,,} and is L*-bounded by the Calderon-Vaillancourt 
theorem. Noting the selfadjointness of sh(D) and (3.16), we get (3.19). 
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Step 3. Now we calculate 
= Re G, 
( ( j=O 
i (irh)kp#, 0) qJD)u) - Re(G, u, U) 
k:O 
= Re 
I 
x ( - i)k(iy’(rh)k” qk,h(D) 
i.k 
Pi’“(x, D) Gh $,(X, D) qj,h(o)U, U> - (G, ~9 U) 
I 
+ E, 3 
where a( pi*“) = ‘pi(x, <) ( pzy” is not in general the formal adjoint operator 
( P$)~) and E, corresponds to ( P:)~ - pf”. Moreover we can rewrite 
II s,u II:, - II 24 II& 
= Re 
I 
)‘ + x 
j+k=odd 
- (G,u, u) + E,. 
I 
(3.20) 
j+ k=even 
For j + k = 1 we consider the operator 
- id { P&K D) G, - G,, ph(X 0) I (3.21) 
by pairing j = 0, k = 1 with j= 1, k = 0. Then we have the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. The operator in brackets in (3.21) is L*-bounded. 
Proof By assumptions (3.4) and (3.5) we see that ‘p,,H, = H,p,, from 
which pf o G, = G, o ph follows. Then we have pf G, = G,p, by 
Proposition 2.10. 
For j + k = 3 we consider the operator 
(ithj3 1 piV, 0) G,, ph(K D) - PW, D) G,, P~K D) } (3.22) 
bypairingj=l, k=2 withj=2, k=l. 
By the same argument as above and by Lemma 2.4, we see that the 
operator h*{. ) in (3.22) is L*-bounded. Thus, we get 
Y = \‘ 
j+ k%odd j+k=l 
+ 1 = O(h) IIuIj2. 
j+k=3 
(3.23) 
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For the estimate of Cj+k=even first we consider the operator 
z = -(rh)“{s,,~(o)p~~“(x, D) G,,qo,,@) + a,,,@) G,P,%K D) qw@) 
- q,.,@)&(X 0) G,P,(X, Wq,,,(W (3.24) 
PROPOSITION 3.9. 
where q,, = 2q0,hq2,h - q:,h mu’ @,, = g(x, MT)). 
Proof: A matrix calculation shows that 
$lH = Hp’ = FHp = ‘@$2N. 
Then we get 
h(p;++ oGJ E h(G, o p;) E h(pf o G, o p,,) E h(%,, o g:, o Nh). 
By applying Propositions 2.10 and 2.11, we get (3.25). Q.E.D. 
For the operator J = r4h4q,,h(D)pjf1”(X, D) G,pi(X, 0) q2#) we get, by 
the argument used in Proposition 3.9, 
(Ju, u) = (r4h4 ‘I,, o 23; 0 Nhq;,@)u, u) + O(h) 11 u 11’. (3.26) 
PROPOSITION 3.10. 
E,, = O(h) II ~11~. (3.27) 
Proof It is evident from Proposition 2.12. 
Summarizing (3.23), (3.25), (3.26) and (3.27), we get 
IIwllGh- IMG, 
= - Re({G,(l - qi,@)) + r2h2’m,, 0gf, 0 Nhqh(D) 
- r4h4 ‘fl,, 0 %$o N,,q;,,(D)}u, u) + O(h) I( u l12. (3.28) 
In the case m = 1 (q2,h = 0 and q,, = -qf,J a matrix calculation shows 
from (3.3) that 
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Noting that the symbol in the left-hand side of the above is a non-Cco- 
symbol, we define a C”-symbol K,(x, r) by 
K,(x, <) = h - ‘7*P34( 1 - W/M) Yh(t-1 d,h 
- ~2wKPxlN - v/l(O) d,h. 
Then we see K,(x, 0 E {Si,,,,,2} and ?$E {Si,,,,,21 for IPI < 2. BY 
applying Lemma 2.6 to K,(x, 0 we get 
Re(s*h* ‘Nh 0 gi 0 N,q:,,(D)u, u) 
< WGhr2dh,(D) d.h(D)uy u> + O(h) Il~ll*. 
Therefore we get from (3.28) 
II W 113, - II u II& < -RWJX~h 4 + O(h) II u II*. (3.29) 
Now we can apply Proposition 3.7, if condition (*) is satisfied, and then the 
stability follows. 
In the case m = 2, a matrix calculation shows 
r*h*G;(r*h*@,q;., - q,J < -7*h*@,(q, - 7%;r,,(T) s:,,>. 
By the argument used in (3.29) we get 
II S, u II& - II u II& < -WG,(l - d,h(~))~T u> (3.30) 
- Re(s*h* ‘~~,J,@)u, u) + O(h) I/u II*. 
Now we can apply Propositions 3.7 and 2.13, if condition (**) is satisfied, 
and then the stability follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.11. For the hyperbolic system (3.1) satisfying (3.2), (3.3), 
(3.4) and (3.5), the Friedrichs scheme and the modlped Lax-Wendroff 
scheme are stable for ItI< (fi,aJ’ and for 17 I< 2(fi,u0)-‘, respectively. 
Proof As is well known, we have 
fh = f,,(r, <) = 1 (cos(h<,) - cos(h<,))* + (n- ’ - 7*ru;) 2 sin* h<j 
j>k j= I 
for Example 1, and 1, = 1,(7,() = fh(r/2, 0 for Example 2. Hence conditions 
(*), (**) are satisfied for 7 above, respectively. 
As is easily checked by taking the Fourier transform, the schemes o(S,) = 
1 + iz sin h< and o(Si) = 1 + ir sin hr - (l/2) 7* sin* hr for D,u = DU 
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(d = 1, n = 1) are unstable, while the scheme with a viscosity term 
(Example 3) is stable for well-selected v and r [7]. The stability statement 
along our line of discussion will be mentioned in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.12. For the hyperbolic system (3.1) satisfying (3.2), 
(3.3), (3.4) and (3.5), the scheme of Example 3 is stable for well-selected v 
and r. 
Proof: For qo,h = 1 - v z= i sin2(hlj/2), ql,h = 1, by using the identity 
l- 
2 
=n- ’ 5 sin’ wj + n -* C (cos coj - cos wJ*, 
j=l j>k 
we get 
sin* wj + nd2 2 (COS Wj - COS wk)* - T’P~Yh(<), 
j=l j>k 
where we have written cos oj = 1 - nv sin2(hrj/2) under the condition 
nv < 2. (3.31) 
Therefore, by setting .Yj = sin2(hrj/2), we get 
fJ(cf) = t { (-nv’ + 4Z2/fi) .Zj + (2v - 42*&) Ej} 
j=l 
+ n-’ 1 (cos wj - cos wk)*. 
j>k 
(3.32) 
If v and t are selected such that (3.31) and 
r< 2-i filyi; (3.33) 
are satisfied, {. } in the right-hand side of (3.32) can be rewritten as 
(a } = .Tj(b - (a ) + a . cos2(h~,/2)), 
where b = 2v - 4r2& and a = -nv2 + 4r2,ui and b - la I> 0 with the aid of 
(3.31). Then condition (*) of our Stability Theorem holds. 
Note added in proof: After this paper was ready for publication, we obtained a partial 
answer to the problem indicated in Section 3. This is the following theorem: 
THEOREM. Let q (EB) be a non-negative scalar-valued function. Then we have a decom- 
position such that 
q(K) = w:(t) + +,(t)r 
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where w,,(r) is real valued, w,, E {So*,,,,), h-‘alw,, E {S$,,,,), and hK’z,(D) is an Lz-bounded 
operafor. 
Using this “approximate” square root whr we can derive a new theorem of the 
Lax-Nirenberg type and the sufliciency of the von Neumann condition for the stability of 
some schemes. Details will be published elsewhere. 
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